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Rectifier Design for Minimum Line-Current 
Harmonics and Maximum Power Factor 

Arthur W. Kelley, Member, IEEE, and William F. Yadusky, Member, IEEE 

Abstract-Rectifier line-current harmonics interfere with 
proper power system operation, reduce rectifier power factor, 
and limit the power available from a given service. The recti- 
fier's output filter inductance determines the rectifier line-cur- 
rent waveform, the line-current harmonics, and the power fac- 
tor. Classical rectifier analysis usually assumes a near-infinite 
output filter inductance, which introduces significant error in 
the estimation of line-current harmonics and power factor. This 
paper presents a quantitative analysis of single- and three-phase 
rectifier line-current harmonics and power factor as a function 
of the output filter inductance. For the single-phase rectifier, 
one value of finite output filter inductance produces maximum 
power factor and a different value of finite output filter induc- 
tance produces minimum line-current harmonics. For the three- 
phase rectifier, a near-infinite output filter inductance produces 
minimum line-current harmonics and maximum power factor, 
and the smallest inductance that approximates a near-infinite 
inductance is determined. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 
IGH line-current harmonics and low power factor H have recently received increased scrutiny from both 

power-systems and power-electronics perspectives due to 
increased installation of rectifiers in applications such as 
machine drives, electronic lighting ballasts, and uninter- 
ruptible power supplies. Line-current harmonics prevent 
full utilization of the installed service by increasing the 
rms line current without delivering power and reduce rec- 
tifier power factor. Line-current harmonics cause over- 
heating of power system components, and trigger protec- 
tive devices prematurely. In addition, propagation of line- 
current harmonics into the power system interferes with 
the operation of sensitive electronic equipment sharing the 
rectifier supply. 

Full-wave rectifiers, as shown in Fig. 1 convert a sin- 
gle-phase ac source us or a three-phase ac source usA, usB, 
and usc to a high-ripple dc voltage ox. The output filter, 
consisting of Lo and CO, attenuates the ripple in ox and 
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(b) 
Fig. 1. Rectifiers commonly used for conversion of power system ac volt- 
age to unregulated dc. (a) Single-phase rectifier. (b) Three-phase rectifier. 

supplies a low-ripple unregulated dc voltage Vo to the 
load. In a simplified analysis, os is a zero-impedance 
source, and osA, vsE, and oSc are balanced zero-imped- 
ance sources. The diodes are piecewise-linear elements 
modeled as ideal switches with zero-forward voltage drop 
when on, zero reverse leakage current when off, and in- 
stantaneous switching. The output filter inductor Lo and 
capacitor CO are linear and lossless. A near-infinite output 
capacitor CO and a near-zero-ripple capacitor voltage zic0 
are also assumed. Using these assumptions, the output fil- 
ter inductance Lo determines the rectifier line-current har- 
monics and power factor, but this important relationship 
is frequently subverted by the further assumption of a 
near-infinite Lo resulting in a near-zero-ripple inductor 
current ix. Overly simplified waveshapes for single-phase 
rectifier line current is and three-phase rectifier line cur- 
rents isA, isB, and isc result, and grossly inaccurate esti- 
mates of rectifier line-current harmonics and power factor 
are produced. 

This paper describes a computer-simulation-based 
analysis of rectifier line-current harmonics and power fac- 
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tor that is verified by comparison with laboratory mea- 
surement and presents design curves for rectifier line-cur- 
rent harmonics and power factor as a function of a output 
filter inductance Lo. For the single-phase rectifier, the 
classical near-infinite output filter inductor is shown to 
produce maximum power factor, but not to produce min- 
imum rectifier line-current harmonics, and the inductance 
that produces minimum rectifier line-current harmonics is 
determined. For the three-phase rectifier, a near-infinite 
output filter inductor is shown to produce minimum rec- 
tifier line-current harmonics and maximum power factor, 
and the minimum value of output inductance needed to 
approximate an infinite inductor is determined. 

11. NORMALIZATION 
Before the rectifier analysis and design relationships are 

developed, the rectifiers of Fig. 1 are normalized with re- 
spect to the set of references shown in Table I to produce 
the normalized rectifiers shown in Fig. 2. Note that an 
- N appended to a subscript indicates a normalized quan- 
tity. However, angles in either degrees or radians are al- 
ready normalized with respect to the period of the fun- 
damental of source voltage, have the same numerical 
value in both the normalized and circuit domains, and the 
- N is omitted from the subscript for angles. 

Normalization is based on three principal references: a 
voltage reference, a power reference, and a frequency (or 
time) reference. For the single-phase rectifier, the nomi- 
nal rms value VS(nom) of the source voltage vs is the volt- 
age reference VREF. For the three-phase rectifier, the nom- 

balanced line-to-neutral source voltage is the voltage ref- 
erence. The nominal rectifier output power Po(,o,) is the 
power reference PREF. The nominal source frequency 
fS(nom) is the frequency reference fREF, where the nominal 
period of the source TS(,,,) = 1 /fS(nom) is the companion 
time reference TREF = l/fREF. 

The voltage and power references are used to derive a 
current reference ZREF = P R E F /  VREF, which is the rms cur- 
rent drawn from a voltage source VREF by a linear load of 
apparent power equal in magnitude to PREF. Similarly, the 
impedance reference ZREF = VREF/ZREF = V/2REF/PREF is 
the impedance of a linear load connected to VREF drawing 
apparent power P R E F .  

Table I1 shows the normalization and design relation- 
ships based on the references of Table I. The normaliza- 
tion relationships, (N. 1)-(N. 13), translate rectifier circuit 
quantities into dimensionless normalized quantities for 
comparison with the normalized design curves found in 
this paper. For example, as shown by (N.4) the normal- 
ized single-phase source voltage is the dimensionless 
ratio of the actual source voltage vs to the voltage refer- 
ence VREF; as shown by (N.5) the normalized single-phase 
rectifier current is is the ratio of the actual rectifier cur- 
rent is to the current reference ZRE.. The normalized value 
of a circuit element is found from the normalized imped- 
ance of that element at frequency f&F. For example, the 
normalized impedance Z,,., of the output filter inductor 

- - inal rms value VS.4(nom) - VSB(nom) - vSC(nom) of the 

TABLE I 
NORMALIZATION REFERENCES 

Quantity Symbol Value 

= V,,,,,,-(single-phase Voltage VREF 
rectifier) nominal rms source 
voltage 

I.',,(,,,,-(three-phase 
rectifier) nominal rms line-to- 
neutral source voltage 

= vS,4(nom) = VSB(nom) = 

Power PREF = P,(,,,,-nominal rectifier 
output power 

Frequency f R E F  = j,(,,,,-nominal frequency of 
source 

Time TKEF = Ts(nom) = 1 /f,(nom)-nominal 
period of source 

Current IKEF = PREF / VR,,-rms current 
(derived) drawn from voltage reference 

V,,, by linear load of 
apparent power P R E P  

I rn p e d a n c e 
(derived) 

ZKEF = V~,,/P,,,--irnpedance of 
linear load drawing apparent 
power P,,, from source V,,F 

(4 

'0-N 

(b) 

Fig. 2. Rectifiers of Pig. 1 normalized with respect to voltage, power, and 
frequency references of Table I. (a) Normalized single-phase rectifier. (b) 
Normalized three-phase rectifier. 

Lo is the ratio of the inductor impedance Z,, at the ref- 
erence frequency to the reference impedance ZREF: 

ZLO ( ~ ~ ~ R E F ) L o  
ZREF  REF I h F  z,,, = - = 
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TABLE I1 
NORMALIZATION A N D  DESIGN RELATIONSHIPS 

Normalization Eqn . Design Eqn. 
Relationships No. Relationships No. 

o <  I I I I 

and the normalized output filter inductance Lo.N is defined 
by (N.12). 

The design relationships, (D. 1)-(D. 13) of Table 11, are 
simply the inverse of the normalization relationships and 
translate dimensionless normalized quantities into actual 
circuit quantities. Rectifier design for minimum line-cur- 
rent harmonics and maximum power factor uses the de- 
sign relationships to choose actual circuit quantities based 
on desired normalized quantities. Examples of single- and 
three-phase rectifier design are presented subsequently. 

111. CLASSICAL ANALYSIS 

Traditionally, the principal output-filter design crite- 
rion is attenuation of output voltage ripple, and the rela- 
tionship between output filter design and rectifier line-cur- 
rent harmonics and power factor is ignored. The classical 
line-current analysis assumes a near-infinite output filter 
capacitance Co.N causing a near-zero-ripple output filter 
capacitor voltage and also assumes a near-infinite 
output filter inductance LO.N causing a near-zero-ripple 
output filter inductor current iX.N [l]. The single- and 
three-phase rectifier waveforms that result from these as- 
sumptions are shown in Fig. 3. The rectifier line-current 
waveforms are easily analyzed for line-current harmonics 
and power factor, which explains the popularity of the 
classical analysis. 

1 ,IX-N 
o l , l l l l l l , l l l l  
0.000 0.167 0.333 0.500 0.667 0.833 1.000 

tN 

(b) 
Fig. 3.  Normalized rectifier waveforms for near-infinite output filter in- 
ductance and near-zero-ripple output filter inductor current. (a) Single-phase 
rectifier source voltage u ~ ~ , ~ .  rectifier line current is-,,,, rectifier output volt- 
age v ~ . ~ ,  and output filter inductor current ix-N. (b) Three-phase rectifier 
phase-A source voltage phase-A rectifier line current iSA-,,,. rectifier 
output voltage u ~ ~ ~ ,  and output filter inductor current ix-,v. 

In practice, the output filter capacitor Co.N is usuaZ/y 
large enough to produce sufficiently near-zero-ripple out- 
put filter capacitor voltage uo.N with respect to rectifier 
line-current harmonics and power factor, and this as- 
sumption is often justified. However, the assumption of 
near-infinite output filter inductance and near-zero-ripple 
output filter inductor current iX.N is almost never met in 
practice and produces gross errors in the classical analysis 
of rectifier line-current harmonics and power factor. Prac- 
tical rectifier line-current waveshapes are much more 
complex than those shown in Fig. 3, and the following 
section describes a computer simulation for determining 
these waveshapes. 

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION 
The normalized rectifier waveforms in the periodic 

steady-state condition are determined by time-domain 
computer simulation. Subsequent analysis of the wave- 
forms determines the line-current harmonics and power 
factor. The time-domain simulation of circuits is a well- 
developed analysis technique, and has been often de- 
scribed in the literature [2], [ 3 ] .  The simulation tech- 
niques used to produce the results reported in this paper 
are summarized in this section. 

The nonlinear differential equations that describe both 
single- and three-phase rectifiers are cast in the same state- 
variable formulation. The two state variables are the out- 
put filter inductor current iX.N and the output filter capac- 
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itor voltage uCO+ The state equations for both rectifiers 
are: 

(3) 

The values of LO-N and CO-N are constant. In addition, a 
constant output power load is assumed and PO.N is held 
constant. Therefore, (2) is nonlinear due to the reciprocal 
relationship of output current io.N and capacitor voltage 
Z I ~ ~ . ~  for constant output power PO.N. 

For the single-phase rectifier, the nonlinearity of diodes 
DI-D4 is embedded in (3) because the filter input voltage 
zjX.,,, is a function of the diodes' state as determined by the 
voltage source and the state variables iX-N and 
uC0 .N .  If iX.N > O or 1 > v ~ ~ . ~ ,  then one pair of 
diodes is on with z / ~ . ~  = I 1 ,  and iX.,,, circulates through 
the voltage source. If = 0 and 1 L J ~ . ~ J  < uCO.N, then 
all diodes are off, z / ~ . ~  = and the current through 
the voltage source is zero. 

Similarly for the three-phase rectifier, the nonlinearity 
of diodes DI-D6 is embedded in (3) because the filter in- 
put voltage u ~ - ~  is a function of the diodes' state as de- 
termined by the three-phase voltage source Z I ~ ~ . ~ ,  vSB.N,  

z iSC-N,  and the state variables iX-N and vCO.,,,. If iX.N > 0 
or the largest positive line-to-line voltage is greater than 
z / ~ ~ . ~ ,  then the pair of diodes associated with the largest 
positive line-to-line voltage is on with Z I ~ . ~  equal to this 
line-to-line voltage, and iX-N circulates through the two 
line-to-neutral voltage sources associated with this line- 
to-line voltage. The current through the third line-to-neu- 
tral voltage source is zero. If iX.N = 0 and the absolute 
value of the largest line-to-line voltage is less than V ~ O - N ,  

then all diodes are off, v ~ . ~  = Y ~ ~ - ~ ,  and the currents 
through all voltage sources are zero. 

The two state equations (2) and (3) are coded as a pair 
of Fortran subroutines, and a publicly available variable- 
time-step Runge-Kutta program [4] numerically inte- 
grates the state equations with respect to time to find the 
circuit waveforms in the periodic steady-state condition 
(PSSC). A Newton-Raphson-based iterative method [5]  
is used to aid convergence to the PSSC. After the PSSC 
is reached, the simulation generates fixed-time-step dis- 
crete-time waveforms in the PSSC over one normalized 
period TS.N with m = 1024 points per period and integra- 
tion time step T,.,/m. The m discrete points of normal- 
ized time are 

j 
t N ( j )  = - TS.N ( j  = 0, 1, 2, * * * , m - 1). (4) m 

For the single-phase rectifier, the discrete-time represen- 
tation of source voltage Z I ~ . ~ ( ~ ) ,  line current is i S . N ( j ) ,  
filter input voltage ~ ~ . ~ ( j )  inductor current iX.N( j ) ,  and 
capacitor voltage uCO.N ( j )  are saved in a file for further 
Qnalvcic Fnr the three-nhane rectifier. the discrete-time 

A line current i S A W N ( j ) ,  filter input voltage ~ ~ . ~ ( j ) ,  in- 
ductor current iX.N( j ) ,  and capacitor voltage u ~ ~ - ~  ( j )  are 
saved in a file for further analysis. The analysis of these 
waveforms is described in the next section. 

V. DEFINITIONS AND ANALYSIS 
This section defines rectifier line-current harmonics and 

power factor, where IEEE Standard 5 19 definitions are 
used, if possible [6]. In addition, analysis of discrete-time 
representations of rectifier waveforms for harmonic con- 
tent and power factor is described. The definitions and 
analysis are illustrated with respect to the single-phase 
rectifier shown in Fig. 2(a), but when taken on a per-phase 
basis are identical for the three-phase rectifier shown in 
Fig. 2(b). An example of time waveforms for the single- 
phase rectifier with finite filter inductance are illustrated 
in Fig. 4. 

The single-phase rectifier is driven by a sinusoidal volt- 
age source: 

The rectifier current i S N ( j )  is nonsinusoidal and periodic 
and is represented by the Fourier series: 

(6) 
and is composed of a fundamental i S ( l ) . N ( j )  and higher 
order harmonics iS (h) -N( j )  where h > 1 .  The positive- 
going zero crossing of the source voltage at t N ( j )  = 0 is 
the phase reference for the Fourier representation in (6), 
and the phase angles +S(h) of harmonic h in (6) are refer- 
enced to the fundamental (rather than the harmonic). A 
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is used to find the rms 
value IS(l)-N and phase angle +s(l) of the fundamental as 
illustrated in Fig. 4, and the rms values ZS(h).N and phase 
angles +S(h) of the harmonics of iS .N(j) .  

of iS-,,,(j) is the square root of the 
sum of the squares of the fundamental and the harmonics: 

The rms value 

(7) 

Therefore, the rectifier current harmonics increase the rms 
value of the rectifier current above that of the fundamental 
alone. As a check, the rms value is found by taking 
the square root of the mean value of the squares of the m 
discrete values of iS .N(j)  over one period: 

The real power P.F.N supplied by the source is obtained 
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tN 

Fig. 4. Example of nonsinusoidal rectifier line current i,, drawn from a 
sinusoidal source us., for finite output filter inductor. The line-current fun- 
damental is,,,., lags the source voltage by angle $J~,~,. 

~ ~ . ~ ( j )  . iS.N( j )  over one period: 

(9) 

The circuit is lossless, and PS.N, as calculated from sim- 
ulation waveforms, is checked by comparison with the 
constant output power PO.N. Since the source voltage 

j )  is a fundamental-frequency sinusoid, only the 
rectifier current fundamental iS(I).N ( j )  contributes to real 
power PS.N, and (9) reduces to 

1 m - l  
PS-N = - u S - N ( J ’ ) i S - N ( j ) .  m j = O  

Ps-N = VS-N~S(I)-N COS & ( I ) .  (10) 

The rectifier power factor PF, is the ratio of the real 
power P,, to the apparent power VS.,,, * Is-N delivered by 
the source: 

As a check, the rectifier power factor is calculated using 
both (11) and (12). 

The expression for rectifier power factor (12) contains 
the familiar displacement power factor term cos in 
which 4s(1) is the angle between the sinusoidal source 
voltage ( j )  and the sinusoidal rectifier current fun- 
damental iS(I) .N(  j ) .  The displacement power factor is 
made unity by reduction of 4s(I) to zero. In addition, the 
expression for rectifier power factor contains the term 
ZS(l) .N/ZS.N, which embodies the effects of rectifier line 
current harmonics on the overall power factor. The au- 
thors have been unable to find a generally accepted name 
for this term and have called it the “purity factor” (de- 
spite the moral overtones) because ZS(I).N/ZS.N = l implies 
that is .N(j)  is a pure sinusoid with no harmonic content, 
whereas Zs(l).N/Zs.N < 1 implies that is .N(j)  is a less-pure 
sinusoid with greater harmonic content. The purity factor 
is easily related to the familiar total harmonic distortion 
(THD) expressed in percent by 
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Examination of (12) shows that a near-unity power fac- 
tor rectifier must simultaneously have both a near-unity 
displacement power factor and a near-unity purity factor 
(or near-zero THD). In the remainder of the paper, the 
explicit dependence of the discrete-time circuit wave- 
forms on ( j )  is omitted, for example, ~ ~ . ~ ( j )  is written 
as etc. 

VI. DERIVATION OF DESIGN RELATIONSHIPS 
The analysis by simulation determines the rectifier line- 

current fundamental and harmonics, displacement power 
factor, purity factor, and overall power factor for one 
combination of Vs.N or VsA.N = VsB.N = V S C - N ,  fs.N, LO-N,  
CO.,,,, and Po-N. Design relationships for line-current fun- 
damental and harmonics, displacement power factor, pu- 
rity factor, and overall power factor as a function of Lo.,,, 
are derived by holding Vs-N or VSA., = VsB.N = VSC.,v, 

fS .N,  C O - N ,  and PO.N, constant and analyzing rectifier op- 
eration in the PSSC for discrete values of LO.,,, spaced at 
regular intervals. 

The rectifier is simulated using nominal source voltage 
with VS-N = 1 or VSA., = VsB.N = VSc., = I ,  nominal 
source frequency withf,-, = 1, and with nominal output 
power so that PO.N = 1. A conveniently large value of 
CO-N = 1000 is found to be sufficient to keep the peak-to- 
peak output voltage ripple less than 0.2% for all values 
of L0.N. However, smaller Co.N values do not dramati- 
cally affect the results especially for larger L0.N. 

VII. VERIFICATION 
The simulation’s accuracy is verified by comparison to 

waveforms and partial power factor data available in the 
literature [7]-[ 121. In addition, rectifiers were constructed 
in the laboratory, and waveforms acquired by a Tektronix 
11401 digitizing oscilloscope were transferred to a Ma- 
intosh IIx computer over the IEEE-488 instrumentation 

bus using a National Instruments IEEE-488 card and Lab- 
view software. The fidelity of the simulated time wave- 
forms to the laboratory time waveforms is excellent. The 
laboratory time waveforms were also analyzed for line- 
current fundamental and harmonics, displacement power 
factor, purity factor, and overall power factor as a func- 
tion of L0.N using (6)-(12) and the DFT. The laboratory 
measurements compare extremely well with the simulated 
data, both of which are shown in the following two sec- 
tions that provide design relationships for line-current 
harmonics and power factor as a function of LO-N for sin- 
gle- and three-phase rectifiers. 

-3 

VIII. SINGLE-PHASE RECTIFIER DESIGN RELATIONSHIPS 
This section presents design relationships for the rms 

value and phase angle of rectifier line-current fundamen- 
tal and harmonics, and for rectifier displacement power 
factor, purity factor, and overall power factor as a func- 
tion of normalized output filter inductance LO.N for the 
single-phase rectifier shown in Fig. 2(a). Portions of this 
problem have been examined by previous investigators 
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[7]-[9], but minimum rectifier line-current harmonics and 
their effect on power factor have not been previously di- 
rectly examined. The previous investigators also provide 
design relationships for Vo-N as a function of LO-N that are 
not reproduced in this paper. 

Representative normalized single-phase rectifier simu- 
lation time waveforms of source voltage rectifier 
current is-N, filter input voltage v ~ - ~ ,  and output-filter-in- 
ductor current iXWN are shown in Fig. 5 for three values of 
normalized output filter inductance. The conduction time 
intervals for each diode are also indicated. The time 
waveforms measured in the laboratory are essentially 
identical to the waveforms shown in Fig. 5. The wave- 
forms of iX-N and are dramatically different for differ- 
ent output filter inductances, and Fig. 5 illustrates three 
distinct modes of operation which, adopting the nomen- 
clature of Dewan [8], are the discontinuous conduction 
mode I (DCM I), discontinuous conduction mode I1 
(DCM 11), and continuous conduction mode (CCM), re- 
spectively. 

The DCM I occurs for LO-N < 0.027 and is illustrated 
in Fig. 5(a) for Lo-N = 0.010. The is-,,, and iX-N waveforms 
are characterized by two short-duration high-peak-value 
current pulses during which either D1 and D4 conduct or 
D2 and D3 conduct. Two zero-current intervals separate 
the single D, and D4 conduction interval and the single 
D2 and D3 conduction interval. The DCM I1 occurs for 
0.027 < LO-N < 0.043 and is illustrated in Fig. 5(b) for 
LO-N = 0.037. The DCM I1 is characterized by a zero- 
current interval separating two D1 and D4 conduction in- 
tervals and commutation from D1 and D4 to D2 and D3 at 
tN = 0.5, and a zero-current interval separating two D2 
and D3 conduction intervals with commutation from D2 
and D3 to D, and D4 at t N  = 1.0. The CCM occurs for 
Lo-N > 0.043 and is illustrated in Fig. 5(c) for LO-N = 
0.090. Diode conduction alternates at tN = 0.5 and at tN 
= 1 .O between a single D1 and D4 conduction interval and 
a single D2 and D3 conduction interval. As the name im- 
plies, no zero-current interval exists in the CCM. Com- 
parison of Fig. 5(a), (b), and (c) shows the wide variation 
in rectifier-current waveforms that result from differing 
values of Lo-N, and comparison to Fig. 3(a) shows the 
severe error that is incurred by using a near-infinite-in- 
ductance approximation to represent finite L0.N. 

Figs. 6 and 7 show design relationships for single-phase 
rectifier line-current harmonics and power factor as ob- 
tained from both simulation and laboratory measurement. 
The simulation data are shown as continuous curves and 
the laboratory data are shown as discrete points. Fig. 6(a) 
shows the rms values-Zs(l)-N, IS(3) -N,  ZS(~)-~, IS(7)-N, and 
Zs(9,+,-and Fig. 6(b) shows the phase angles-4s(l,, 
4~(3), ~ s ( s ) ,  4~(7),  and 4s(9)-0f the current fundamental, 
and the third, fifth, seventh, and ninth current harmonics, 
respectively, of the rectifier current is-,,, as a function of 
L0-N. As expected, all even-order harmonics are zero. Fig. 
7 shows the relationship between the displacement power 
factor cos &cl,, the purity factor Z S ( I ) - N / Z S - N ,  and the over- 
all power factor PFs as a function of L0-N. The range of 

-1 0 i; 
-2 
-3 

'X-N 3 -  

1 -  
0 1 

- "X-N, 

I I I I I I 1 
D, ON D, ON 

D4 ON 
r- I I I I 

0.000 0.250 0.500 0.750 1 .ooo 
tN 

(a) 
3 1  .. 

-3 I I 1 I I I I 1 

D, ON D, ON 

D.4 ON 
I I I I I I I 

0.000 0.250 0.500 0.750 1 @O@ 
tN 

(b) 
3 1  

-2 -I 0 :;- 
-3 1 I I I I I I I I 

D. ON D, 

D, ON D, ON 
I I I I I 

0.000 0.250 0.500 0.750 I .ooo 
tN 

(C) 
Fig. 5 .  Normalized single-phase rectifier waveforms: source voltage 
rectifier line current rectifier output voltage and output filter in- 
ductor current iX.N for (a) discontinuous conduction mode I (DCM I) for 
LO.N = 0.010, (b) discontinuous conduction mode I1 (DCM 11) for LO.N = 
0.037, and (c) continuous conduction mode (CCM) for LO.N = 0.090. The 
conduction intervals for diodes D,-D, are indicated by the shaded areas 
below the waveforms. 

Lo-N over which each conduction mode occurs is also in- 
dicated in Figs. 6 and 7. The laboratory measurements are 
nearly identical to the simulation confirming the accuracy 
of both. In addition, the design relationships for displace- 
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DCM I DCM II CCM 
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Fig. 6 .  Harmonics of single-phase rectifier line current i,y.N. (a) The nor- 
malized rms value Z,,,,., of the fundamental, and the normalized rms values 
Zs(3).N, Zs(5).N, I,,,.,, and Zs(9)., of the harmonics. (b) The phase angle c,$~~ I , 
of the fundamental, and the phase angles 9s(z,. & [ S J .  and $,yls, of the 
harmonics with respect to the source voltage U,., as a function of nornial- 
ized output filter inductance  lo^#. Simulation data are shown as continuous 
curves, and laboratory data are shown as discrete points. 

DCM I DCM II CCM 

Key: ..... A ...... I s ( ~ ) - N  /IS-,, --0-cOS@q1), -PFs 
Fig. 7. Single-phase rectifier displacement power factor cos &.,,,, purity 
factor Z s ( l ) . N / Z s . N ,  and overall power factor PF,y as a function of output filter 
inductance Lo.,. Simulation data are shown as continuous curves, and lab- 
oratory data are shown as discrete points. 

ment power factor and overall power factor appear in the 
previously cited literature and match those shown in Fig. 
7. 

As shown in Fig. 6(b), the line-current fundamental 
phase angle @scl, is near zero for small Lo.,, rises to the 
largest-magnitude phase angle I # I ~ ~ ~ ) J  = 38" for Lo-, = 
0.033, and returns to near zero for large LO.,,,. Therefore, 

as shown in Fig. 7, the displacement power factor cos 
qbS( , )  is near unity for small Lo.,. falls to 0.79 for Lo.*, = 
0.033 and rises again to near unity for large Lo.,". Ex- 
amination of ( IO)  shows that since V,., and Po., = P,., 
are constant, the rms value of Z,,,)., of current fundamen- 
tal as shown in Fig. 6(a) is inversely proprotional to cos 

As seen in Fig. 6(a), the normalized rms values Z,,,,., 
of the current harmonics are large for small LO-,, are at a 
minimum for Lo., slightly less than that required to enter 
DCM 11, slightly larger for Lo., in the DCM I1 range, and 
approach their near-infinite-inductance values in the CCM 
range. Therefore, in Fig. 7, the purity factor is low for 
small Lo.,, at a maximum of 0.94 for Lo-, = 0.030, and 
slightly lower at 0.90 for large Lo.,. 

As shown by (12), the overall power factor PF, is the 
product of the purity factor Zs,,,.,v/Zs_, and the displace- 
ment power factor cos qbscl), and, as shown in Fig. 7, these 
two influences are in conflict. For small Lo.,, the overall 
power factor is at a global minimum, despite the near- 
unity displacement power factor, because the rectifier cur- 
rent is very distorted and the punty factor is low. The 
overall power factor is at a local maximum PFs = 0.76 
for LO., = 0.016 because of the reduction in waveform 
distortion and the increase of purity factor. However, the 
overall power factor is at a local minimum PF, = 0.73 
for LO.N = 0.039 because of the worsening displacement 
power factor. The overall power factor is at a global max- 
imum PF, = 0.90 for a near-infinite Lo., due to the im- 
provement of displacement power factor and the rela- 
tively good purity factor. 

The maximum overall PF, = 0.90 occurs for near-in- 
finite LO-,. However, operation in this condition requires 
an uneconomically large and impractical output filter in- 
ductor. As noted by Dewan [SI, maximum practical PFs 
= 0.76 for a reasonably-sized output filter inductor oc- 
curs in DCM I with Lo.,v = 0.016. The waveforms used 
in Fig. 4 to illustrate power factor are obtained in this 
operating condition. The minimum overall line-current 
harmonics occur not for near-infinite Lo., but for = 
0.030 where Zs(l,.,v/Zs-N = 0.94. 

As a design example, a Pocnom) = 1200 W,  Vs/S(nom) = 
120 V,  fS(,,",,,) = 60 Hz rectifier has normalization refer- 
ences VRE, = 120 V ,  P R E F  = 1200 W,fRE, = 60 Hz, ZREF 

= 10 A, and ZRE, = 12 Q. Substitution of the normal- 
ization references and LO.,v = 0.016 into design equation 
(D.12) gives LO = 3.2 mH for a maximum power factor 
design. Substitution of the normalization references and 
LO., = 0.030 into design equation (D.12) gives Lo = 
6 mH a for minimum line-current harmonics design. 

4SCI). 

IX. THREE-PHASE RECTIFIER DESIGN RELATIONSHIPS 
This section presents design relationships for the rms 

value and phase angle of rectifier line-current fundamen- 
tal and harmonics, and for rectifier displacement power 
factor, purity factor, and overall power factor as a func- 
tion of normalized output filter inductance LO.N for the 
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Fig. 8 .  Normalized three-phase rectifier waveforms: phase-A source volt- 
age phase-A rectifier line current rectifier output voltage vX.,,,, 
and output filter inductor current iX.N for (a) discontinuous conduction mode 
I (DCM I)  for Lo.,,, = 0.0024, (b) discontinuous conduction mode I1 (DCM 
11) for Lo.,,, = 0.0064, and (c) continuous conduction mode (CCM) for 
Lo.,,, = 0.10. The conduction intervals for diodes DI-D, are indicated by 
the shaded areas below the waveforms. 

three-phase rectifier shown in Fig. 2(b). Aspects of this 
problem have been treated by previous investigators [ 101- 
[ 121, and the three-phase design relationships are pre- 
sented for completeness, unification, and verification of 

prior work and for contrast with the single-phase rectifier. 
As with the single-phase rectifier, the previous investi- 
gators also provide three-phase rectifier design relation- 
ships for Vo-N as a function of LO.N that are not reproduced 
in this paper. 

Representative normalized three-phase rectifier time 
waveforms of phase-A source voltage vSA-N, phase-A rec- 
tifier current filter input voltage v ~ - ~ ,  and output- 
filter-inductor current i X - N  are shown in Fig. 8 for three 
values of normalized output filter inductance. The con- 
duction time interval for each diode is also indicated. The 
time waveforms measured in the laboratory are essentially 
identical to the waveforms shown in Fig. 8. The wave- 
forms for phases B and C are produced by shifting the 
waveforms for phase A by one-third period and two-thirds 
period, respectively. The three-phase rectifier also ex- 
hibits DCM I, DCM 11, and CCM operation, as illustrated 
in Fig. 8. As with the single-phase rectifier, a comparison 
of Fig. 8 with Fig. 3(b) reveals the significant error that 
results from assuming a finite L O - N  to be near-infinite. The 
description of the three modes of operation in the previous 
section for the single-phase rectifier is applicable to the 
three-phase rectifier, with the exception that three-phase 
rectifier has six diodes and six conduction intervals as op- 
posed to the four diodes and two conduction intervals for 
the single-phase rectifier. The boundary between DCM I 
and I1 occurs for L O - N  = 0.0050, and the boundary be- 
tween DCM I1 and CCM occurs for L O - N  = 0.0083. 

Figs. 9 and 10 show design relationships for three-phase 
rectifier line-current harmonics and power factor as ob- 
tained from both simulation and laboratory measurement. 
The simulation data are shown as continuous curves and 
the laboratory data are shown as discrete points. Fig. 9(a) 
shows the rms values-hA(l)-N, I S A ( 5 ) - N ,  IS ,4 (7 ) -N ,  IsA(I I ) - N ,  
and ISA(13)-K-and Fig. 9(b) shows the phase angles- 

fundamental, and the fifth, seventh, eleventh, and thir- 
teenth current harmonics, respectively, of the phase-A 
rectifier line current iSA.N as a function of L 0 . N .  As ex- 
pected, all even-order harmonics and all harmonics that 
are a multiple of three are zero. Fig. 10 shows the rela- 
tionship between the displacement power factor cos +SA( I ) ,  

the purity factor Z S A ( l ) - N / Z S A . N ,  and the overall power fac- 
tor PFsA as a function of L 0 . N .  The range of L O - N  over 
which each conduction mode occurs is also indicated in 
Figs. 9 and 10. The laboratory measurements are nearly 
identical to the simulation confirming the accuracy of 
both. 

In contrast to the single-phase rectifier, the line-current 
fundamental phase angle +SA(I) as shown in Fig. 9(b) is 
near zero regardless of the value of L 0 . N .  The largest- 
magnitude phase angle = 12" and the minimum 
displacement power factor cos +SA(I) = 0.98 occur for 
L O - N  = 0.0055 as shown in Figs. 9(b) and 10, respec- 
tively. Since the displacement power factor cos = 
1 regardless of L O - N ,  Z S A ( I ) - N  = 0.33 because one third of 

is delivered by phase A and the remaining two thirds 
of P O - N  is delivered equally by phases B and C. Therefore, 

+SA(I), +SA(5)9 +SA(7), +SA(I I ) ,  and +SA(13)-Of the current 
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Fig. 9. Harmonics of three-phase rectifier phase-A line current isa.N. (a) 
Normalized rms value IsA,l,.N of the fundamental, and the normalized rms 
values I,,,,, N ,  I,,,,,.,, IsAcl lJ.N, and ISacl3, of the harmonics. (b) The phase 
angle of the fundamental, and phase angles QsacI ,,, and 

as 
a function of normalized output filter inductance Lo.N. Simulation data are 
shown as continuous curves, and laboratory data are shown as discrete 
points. 

of the harmonics with respect to the line-to-neutral voltage us,, 

DCMI DCMII CCM 

Fig. 10. Three-phase rectifier displacement power factor cos purity 
factor Isacl, N / I s A - N ,  and overall power factor PF, of phase-A as a function 
of output filter inductance Lo-,. Simulation data are shown as continuous 
curves, and laboratory data are shown as discrete points. 

LO.N has almost no influence on displacement power fac- 
tor, and the rectifier line-current harmonics and the purity 
factor are the dominant influences on the overall power 
factor. 

As shown by Fig. 9(a), the line-current harmonics are 

high for small L 0 . N  values and, except for a small portion 
of Z s A ( 1 3 ) - N ,  decrease uniformly for larger L 0 . N  values, 
reaching a minimum at L 0 . N  = 0.10. Therefore, the pu- 
rity factor Z s A ( I ) . N / Z s A - N  and the overall power factor PFsA 
are low for small L 0 . N  values and incrase to a maximum 
Z s A ( I ) . N / Z s A . N  = PFsA = 0.96 for L 0 . N  = 0.10. A larger 
value of L 0 . N  does not significantly improve displacement 
power factor or overall power factor. Therefore, L O - N  = 
0.10 is a reasonable approximation to a near-infinite out- 
put-filter inductance. 

Consider a modification of the previous design example 
in which Po(nom) = 1200 w, VsA(nom) = VSB(nom) - VSC(nom) 
= 120 V line-to-neutral, andfs(nom) = 60 Hz. The nor- 
malization references are VREF = 120 V,  P R E F  = 1200 W, 

fREF = 60 Hz, ZREF = 10 A, and Z R E F  = 12 a. Substitution 
of the normalization references and LO.N = 0.10 into de- 
sign equation (D.12) gives Lo = 20 mH. 

A designer might be tempted to conclude that the sin- 
gle-phase rectifier requires a physically smaller inductor 
by comparing Lo = 20 mH for a maximum-power-factor 
three-phase rectifier to Lo = 3.2 mH for a maximum- 
power-factor single-phase rectifier. However, comparison 
of Figs. 5 and 8 shows a substantially higher v ~ . ~ ,  and a 
substantially lower iX.N for the three-phase rectifier as 
compared to the single-phase rectifier for the same nor- 
malized output power P O - N  = 1. Since inductor physical 
size depends both on inductance value and inductor cur- 
rent, conclusions based on inductance value alone are 
misleading. 

- 

X. SUMMARY 
Classical rectifier analysis based on near-infinite output 

filter inductance and near-constant filter inductor current 
becomes less satisfactory as line-current harmonics and 
power factor issues increasingly concern power-systems 
and power-electronics engineers. This paper provides 
quantitative design data for line-current harmonics and 
power factor for single and three-phase rectifiers for re- 
alistic design situations with finite output-filter inductance 
and appreciable current ripple. These data provide a ref- 
erence for designers of new equipment and for the eval- 
uation of harmonic and power factor problems caused by 
existing equipment. 

The maximum power factor for a single-phase rectifier 
using an infinite output filter inductor is 0.90, but the 
maximum power factor for a reasonably-sized finite-in- 
ductance rectifier is 0.76. However, this operating con- 
dition does not result in minimum rectifier line-current 
harmonics. Design of the rectifier for minimum line-cur- 
rent harmonics produces a purity factor of 0.94. The max- 
imum power factor for a three-phase rectifier is 0.96 and 
occurs for an infinite output inductance. This operating 
condition also results in minimum line-current harmonics. 
Power factor is not significantly improved, nor are line- 
current harmonics significantly reduced for output filter 
inductances larger than a crucial value. 
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